Wine List
Carefully selected from the Walker Bay wine region.

Welcome to Selkirk’s. A great deal of time and consideration has gone into the selection of each farm and
varietal on our wine list. From Botrivier to Stanford, we scoured the region for the best that the Overberg has
to offer. We have personally visited each farm and spent time with the wine makers to fully understand the
complexities of each wine.

The beauty of this region does not end with magnificent wine. If you visit any one of our farms you will
receive a warm welcome from people who have a passion for one of Mother Nature’s greatest gifts, wine.
The cool maritime climate and the right soil composition combine to make the Overberg region the ideal
location for the fussy Pinot Noir, Sauvignon Blanc and Chardonnay vines. In this picturesque region wine
lovers can treat themselves to an unique wine tour among the southernmost vineyards in Africa.

Selkirk’s partner wine farms
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WINE BY THE GLASS
All white and red wine glasses are measured at 250ml, Champagne and
sparkling wine at 125ml and dessert wine at 50ml.
Gabriëlskloof Rosé

GLASS €3,27 | R55

BOTTLE €11,30 | R190

Raka Cabernet Sauvignon

GLASS €3,27 | R55

BOTTLE €17,25 | R290

Domaine Des Dieux Chardonnay

GLASS €3,27 | R55

BOTTLE €22

Gabrielskloof Chenin Blanc

GLASS €3,27 | R55

BOTTLE €14,28 | R240

Wildekrans Cerese Marine Merlot

GLASS €3,27 | R55

BOTTLE €7,73 | R130

Wildekrans Estate Pinotage

GLASS €3,27 | R55

BOTTLE €14,28 | R240

Seven Springs Syrah

GLASS €3,27 | R55

BOTTLE €19,63 | R330

Seven Springs Sauvignon Blanc

GLASS €3,27 | R55

BOTTLE €11,90 | R200

Beaumont Goutte D’Or

GLASS €3,27 | R55

BOTTLE €24,40 | R410

Graham Beck Brut MCC

GLASS €4,46 | R75

BOTTLE €24,40 | R410

| R370

CORKAGE POLICY
Corkage fee €2,68 | R45 per bottle.
*Maximum of two bottles per table.
Please note that we do not permit split bills.

Euro guideline €1 to R16,81 as at 27/02/2020
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CHAMPAGNE
DOM PERIGNON

€291,49 | R4 900

The opening bouquet is complex and luminous, a mingling of white flowers,
citrus and stone fruit. The overall effect is enhanced by the freshness of
aniseed and crushed mint. The final aromas offered by the wine are starting
to show spicy, woody and roasted notes.
MOËT & CHANDON ICE

€113,03 | R1 900

An intense fruit bouquet complimented by the powerful aroma of tropical
fruits (mango, guava) and the sumptuousness of stone fruits (nectarine)with
an original note of raspberry.
MOËT & CHANDON BRUT

€83,28 | R1 400

Very pale straw colour with small, active bubbles and a subtle suggestion of
flowers, vanilla, grapefruit and bread. This is a light and delicate Champagne.
MOËT & CHANDON ROSE

€107

| R1 800

A fresh rosé, displaying flavours of raspberry, fig, tangy cherry and smoke,
with well-integrated acidity. Focused and harmonious, with a spiced,
lip-smacking finish.

Euro guideline €1 to R16,81 as at 27/02/2020
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MÉTHODE CAP CLASSIQUE
DOMAINE DES DIEUX CLAUDIA BRUT

€29

| R489

Claudia is synonymous with celebration, and should be opened at every
occasion. Its lively acidity makes it an ideal partner for seafood and sushi,
and it should be no stranger to the dinner table. Creamy lemon curd aromas
mingle with perfumed red berries. Fresh and light in the mouth with a long
finish of toasty brioche notes.
DOMAINE DES DIEUX ROSE OF SHARON BRUT ROSÉ

€29

| R489

A berry-basket bouquet! Strawberry, black cherry and raspberry notes jump
out of the glass with a hint of mint and rose water in the background. The
mousse is fine and soft with a rich, generous attack developing beautifully in
the mouth into a clean, dry finish.
WILDEKRANS BRUT

€22

| R370

Made in the traditional style. Delicate fruit and biscuity aromas on the nose
followed by a distinct and creamy effervescence on the palate, leaving a
crisp and clean aftertaste.
CREATION ELATION

€34,50 | R580

Contains natural residual sugar with a generous dash of exuberance. Lemon
blossom and dried apple.
GRAHAM BECK BRUT

€24,39 | R410

Light, yeasty aromas, limey fresh fruit on the nose and rich creamy complexity
on the palate.
GRAHAM BECK BRUT ROSÉ

€24,39 | R410

Great salmon pink colour makes this wine look extremely attractive.
Noticeable ripe strawberries from the Pinot Noir with a creamy complexity
from the Chardonnay. An explosion of raspberry fruit together with fresh
sherbet on the palate and a long fine creamy mousse.
SUMARIDGE WAYFARER

€29,15 | R490

Rich yet mellow flavours, red fruit.
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SAUVIGNON BLANC
BOUCHARD FINLAYSON

€17,85 | R300

Dry white wine, taste of herbs and grasses and a firm, crisp pucker.
GABRIËLSKLOOF

€13 | R220

On entry, this wine shows welcoming tropical fruit and gooseberry on the
nose, followed by secondary herbaceous flavours of lemongrass and
asparagus. The mouth-filling palate has a richness obtained by blending a
complimentary Semillon component, while the lingering minerality of the
aftertaste is due to the dominant soil types. Ready for drinking immediately
and best up to three years from vintage.
SEVEN SPRINGS

€11,90 | R200

The Seven Springs Sauvignon Blanc continues to develop each year and yet
retains its familiar fruit profile and mineral characteristics. Pale in the glass it
has delightful aromas of pineapple, white peach and elderflower. There is
an explosion of flavours on the palate that reveal a wine with true elegance
and balance. A great match for seafood and chicken, lightly spiced, Thai
style dishes but also easy to drink on its own.
DOMAINE DES DIEUX

€18,44 | R310

On the nose, floral notes intermingle with asparagus, classic gooseberry
and lime aromas. The palate is fresh and dry, with Sauvignon Blanc’s classic
acidity running through it and finishing with a touch of succulent yellow
plum. This is a versatile entertaining wine which lends itself to food.
SOUTHERN RIGHT

€16,66 | R280

A tight, complex wine with a classic minerality and length, balancing the
ripe fruit. A compelling blend of Old and New World styles - lifted fruit aromas
and mineraliness on the palate.
LOMOND - SUGARBUSH

€18,44 | R310

Distinctive green pepper, herbaceous and dusty notes on the nose, ending
in a crisp and lingering acidity.

WHITE BLEND
ASHBOURNE SAUVIGNON BLANC/CHARDONNAY

€11,90 | R200

Fresh, vibrant, perfumed Sauvignon Blanc, filled-out and enriched with a
carefully judged, unwooded Chardonnay component, make this a beautifully
balanced and highly versatile wine. More than two decades of family
experience have gone into this unique blend. Made by the Hamilton Russel
family.
BOUCHARD FINLAYSON - BLANC DE MER

€15,47 | R260

Deliciously fragrant with a lush, up front, fruit driven mouth-feel revealing
ample rich tropical kiwi and peach undertones. Layers of gooseberry ending
in a lingering, honest, pleasing finish.
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WHITE BLEND
LOMOND - SEMILLON SAUVIGNON BLANC VIOGNIER

€11,90 | R200

Brilliantly clear with a green edge. Lovely tropical aromas of gooseberries
and passion fruit with lots of floral aromas and a slight minerality. Crisp and
fresh with a flinty finish.
HERMANUSPIETERSFONTEIN KAALVOET MEISIE

€15,47 | R260

Wine is brilliantly clear with notes of fig and buchu.
SUMARIDGE MARTIMUS

€13| R320

Wine of poise and finesse made with specially selected grapes.

CHARDONNAY
DOMAINE DES DIEUX

€22| R370

A nose of smokey Seville orange peel, oyster bed and lime with floral and
lactic notes.
SEVEN SPRINGS

€24,40 | R410

This delicate, barrel-fermented Chardonnay has a bright, golden colour in
the glass. On the nose your senses will be filled with subtle aromas of citrus,
honeysuckle and jasmine combined with a pleasent nuttiness and buttered
brioche. It is elegant and smooth on the palate, showing great integration of
the oak and fruit. Having spent 11 months in second and third fill oak barrels,
the wine has a lovely, honeyed character with a well-rounded, but textured
finish. Pairs well with chicken, fish or pork dishes.
CREATION

€22| R370

Pale straw yellow in colour with twinkeling flashes of green. A superbly
balanced wine beckoning with aromas of tropical fruit, elegant elderflower
and interesting, minerally whiffs. These follow through on the full-bodied
palate where crisp, well-integrated acidity adds to the allure and leads to a
lingering, memorable aftertaste.
BOUCHARD FINLAYSON KAAIMANSGAT CROCODILE TEARS

€23,20 | R390

Fresh, crisp fruit flavours featuring gooseberry, sweet melon and jasmine.

CHENIN BLANC
BEAUMONT

€14,28 | R240

Fresh and vibrant fruit combination of lemon, green melon and tropical
guava aromas on the nose. Fruit driven palate with a crisp and balanced
acidity giving great focus and length.
WILDEKRANS BARREL SELECT

€29,74 | R500

Smooth mouthfeel, layered stone fruit flavours and tropical undertones with
a slight honeyed finish. A full-bodied, smooth white wine.
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GABRIËLSKLOOF ESTATE RANGE

€14,28 | R240

The fruits were hand picked, whole bunch pressed. Delicate violets and
black fruit on both the nose and mouth.
BABYLONSTOREN

€14,28 | R190

A light, crispy, dry wine that is fruit driven and juicy. Melon flavours and
lovely guava.

ROSÉ
GABRIËLSKLOOF - ROSEBUD

€14,28 | R190

Rosebud is an off-dry blended rosé made with Viognier and Shiraz fruit.
Beautifully balanced and layered, Rosebud is the quintessential easy drinking
lunchtime wine.
HERMANUSPIETERSFONTEIN - BLOOS

€11,90 | R200

Salmon pink with coral blue shading. An abundance of red berry and French
Oak. Flowing balance with a clean crisp finish.
DOMAINE DES DIEUX PETIT

€14,28 | R240

Beautiful aromas of Turkish Delight, strawberry and rose petal together with
a hint of smoked salmon and dried apricot.
RAKA

€5,95 | R100

Melon pink colour with an orange tinge. Medium bodied rosé with a fruity
burst of sweet aromas on the nose including berries and strawberries.
CREATION GRENACHE NOIR VIOGNIER

€15,47 | R260

Discretely pink, like the first blush on the cheek of a rippling peach.
Rewardingly aromatic, with echoing scents of sun-ripe peach and apricot
mingling with a titillating hint of cranberry and a trace of sandalwood.
WALKER BAY

€23,20 | R390

Beautiful mouth feel with a long, fruit packed, persistent finish.
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SHIRAZ
RAKA - BIOGRAPHY
€19 | R320
Spicy aromas with hints of chocolate, coffee and black fruit on the
bouquet. These aromas follow through on a silky, full-bodied palate
with dried plum and pepper flavours. Complete structure and a
full-bodied wine with a good balance between the tannins and acidity,
leaving a lingering aftertaste.

PINOTAGE
WILDEKRANS - ESTATE
€14,28 | R240
A rich though fresh, cool climate Pinotage with great structure and depth.
Mutlilayered complexity with red fruits and dark plums combined with
serious French Oak ageing for 24 months. Big yet elegant.
BEAUMONT
€23,20 | R390
A perfect example of elegance and finesse. Red berries, plums and
cherries on the nose followed by a palate of excellent balance, structure
and appealing sweet berry ripeness.
HAMILTON RUSSEL VINEYARDS - SOUTHERN RIGHT
€38,10 | R640
Southern Right is redefining Pinotage with this classically styled, clay-grown
wine, packed with complex dark berry fruit, beautiful tannins and subtle
wood spice.
ASHBOURNE PINOTAGE
€65,44 | R1 100
Plum and dark cherry as well as earth, vanilla and spice plus a varnish
like note.

MERLOT
RAKA - BARREL SELECT
€20,23 | R340
On the nose this wine is an explosion of dark fruit, prunes and blackberries,
and a slight caramelised sweetness. These flavours are repeated on the
palate with some smokey tones, complimented by well-integrated oak
with a lingering finish.
CREATION RESERVE MERLOT
€40,45 | R680
Royal feast of berries and nuts complimented by whiffs of cigar box
and clove.
WILDEKRANS CARESSE MARINE
€7,73 | R130
Easy drinking style with delicate hints of dark fruits, spice and light
cedar box.
SUMARIDGE
€23,80 | R400
Vigour constraining site provides a complex, full bodied, yet classy Merlot
that shows a restrained, brooding dark fruit profile amply supported by
mocha notes and lifted vanilla spice.
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RED BLEND
WILDEKRANS - CABERNET FRANC MERLOT

€14,28 | R230

Ruby red in colour with a nose of chocolate, mocha and vanilla-flavoured
roasted nuts. The palate shows ripe dark fruits, toasty oak and cinnamon
spice with a smooth and mouth-filling aftertaste that begs for another sip.
RAKA - QUINERY

€17,85 | R300

This Bordeaux blend reveals a complex nose of spice and blackberries
with a touch of mint and cigar box. The wine is well balanced with a full
mouthfeel which will improve with ageing up to eight years.
HERMANUSPIETERSFONTEIN - KLEIN BOET

€23,20 | R390

Brick red to purple with fynbos, blackcurrant, lavender and olive. This wine
has a dry finish and harmonious balance.
BOUCHARD FINLAYSON - HANNIBAL

€44,62 | R750

Superbly smooth with lots of leather ending in a harmonious creamy finish.
The colour is bright garnet and the composition here is Sangiovese 52%,
Pinot Noir 17%, Nebbiolo 15%, Mourverdre 8%, Shiraz 6% and Barbera 2%.
Flavours of wild berries, black cherry and spicy plum all combine to present
this happy result.
GABRIELSKLOOF THE BLEND

€13,68 | R230

Delicate violets and black fruit on both the nose and mouth. Refined and
elegantly lithe.
BEAUMONT ARIA

€27,36 | R460

Named after Ariane Beaumont. Classic Bordeaux style blend.

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
RAKA

€17,25 | R290

Has a complex structure with a lot of dark fruits, blackcurrants and some
mint. Soft, juicy and ripe black fruit flavours.
WALKER BAY

€16,66 | R280

Dark red colour and big extract reveal a great year for reds.Blackcurrant,
plum, mint and violets.
JOUBERT-TRADAUW

€13 | R220

Classic blend, underlying tones of raspberries, blackberries and red fruit.
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PINOT NOIR
BOUCHARD FINLAYSON

€50,57 | R850

More strawberries than dark fruit. Lots of plum with spicy cherry notes.
CREATION

€50,62 | R420

Deep ruby in colour, gleaming and inviting in the glass. The intensely
fragrant bouquet shows a mélange of red berry aromas, elegant vanilla
and a whiff of wood spice. The follow through on the full-bodied palate
where soft, supple tannins contribute to the dense structure. A superbly
balanced wine with a lingering, memorable aftertaste.

SYRAH
SEVEN SPRINGS

€19,63 | R330

Deep, rich red/purple in the glass, this wine reflects the bright fruit flavours
of mulberry and blueberry. Its perfume of smokey spices, pepper and
woodland undertones gives way to a well-structured palate, sumptuous,
full of flavour with a smooth decadent, lingering dark chocolate finish.
A great match with beef, venison, spiced lamb dishes, blue cheese and
even dark chocolate puddings.
LOMOND

€16 | R270

Red berries on the nose with hints of white pepper, oak spice and herbs
follow through to the palate bursting with juicy berries and delicious spice.
CREATION

€22,60 | R380

A generously aromatic wine impressing with maraschino cherry and
peppery spice, interwoven with whiffs of violet. Luscious ripe on the silky
palate, yet with vibrant minerality to offer exciting complexity. Lingering
echoes of anise and clove add to the allure.
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DESSERT WINE
LOMOND NOBLE LATE HARVEST
€35 |R590
Food pairing with beef, lamb, pork, game and spicy food. Dessert wine
from Cape Agullas.
BEAUMONT GOUTTE D’OR
€24,40 | R410
A pure Chenin Blanc Noble Late Harvest with delicious dried fruits and a
lovely balance between sweetness.
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BEVERAGES
PORT AND SHERRY
€1 | R18
€1,78 | R30

Boplaas
Allersverloren Port
LIQUEURS AND APÉRITIFS
Kahlùa
Amarula
Jägermeister
Amaretto

€1,78
€1,19
€1,78
€1,49

|
|
|
|

R30
R20
R30
R25

€1,49
€1,78
€1,49
€2,40
€1,78
€1,78

|
|
|
|
|
|

R25
R30
R25
R40
R30
R30

WHISKEY
Bell’s
Jack Daniels
Tullamore Dew
Johnny Walker Black Label
Bains
Jameson
BRANDY AND COGNAC
€1,49 | R25
€1,78 | R30
€2,68 | R45

Klipdrift Premium
KWV 10 Year Old
Hennessy VS
SPIRITS
Gordon’s Gin
Lavoka Caramel
Malibu Rum
Smirnoff Vodka
Southern Comfort
Bulldog London Dry Gin
Olmeca Tequila
Captain Morgan Rum
Absolut Blue Vodka
Tripple 3 Craft Gin
Craft Cape Town Dry Gin
Hendrick’s Gin
Inverroche Gin
Rooibos Craft Gin
Belvedere Vodka

€1,19
€1,19
€1,49
€1,49
€1,49
€2,40
€1,49
€1,49
€1,78
€1,78
€2,40
€2,40
€2,40
€2,40
€2

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

R20
R20
R25
R25
R25
R40
R25
R25
R30
R30
R40
R40
R40
R40
R35

€1,78
€1,78
€1,78
€1,78
€1,78
€1,78
€3,27
€2,97
€3,27

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

R30
R30
R30
R30
R30
R30
R55
R50
R55

BEERS AND CIDERS
Castle Lager
Castle Lite
Heineken
Windhoek Lager
Savanna Dry
Savanna Light
Birkenhead Lager
Old Harbour Brew
Birkenhead Honey Blonde

340ml
340ml
340ml
340ml
340ml
340ml
340ml
440ml
340ml

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
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BEVERAGES
COCKTAILS
Margarita

€2,97 | R50

Tequila, triple sec and lime.

Mojito

€3,57 | R60

White rum, lemon, lime, soda water and mint from our garden.

Strawberry Daiquiri

€3,57 | R60

White rum, triple sec and strawberries.

Pimm’s Jug

€7,73 | R130

Pimm’s, fresh fruit and mint from our garden. Serves two people.

COLD BEVERAGES
Still Water/Sparkling Water
Creme Soda
Fitch and Leeds Bitter Lemon
Fitch and Leeds Ginger Ale
Fitch and Leeds Lemonade
Fitch and Leeds Tonic
Fitch and Leeds Soda
Fruit Juice
Coke/Coke Light
Fanta Orange
Lipton Ice Tea
Tomato Cocktail
Appletizer/Grapetizer - Red and White
Red Bull

500ml / €1
300ml / €1,19
200ml / €1,19
200ml / €1,19
200ml / €1,19
200ml / €1,19
200ml / €1,19
€1,19
300ml / €1,49
300ml / €1,49
330ml / €1,49
200ml / €1,78
330ml / €1,78
250ml / €2,38

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

R18
R20
R20
R20
R20
R20
R20
R20
R25
R25
R25
R30
R30
R40

CORDIALS
Lime, Cola Tonic, Grenadine, Passion Fruit, Bitters
COFFEE BY UBER COFFEE
Café Latte
Cappuccino
Espresso - Double
Espresso - Single
Americano
Filter Coffee
Hot Chocolate
Café Mocha
*Decaf option available at €0,12 | R2 extra.

€0,30 | R5
€1,43
€1,19
€1,19
€0,83
€1,19
€0,95
€1,19
€€1

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

R24
R20
R20
R14
R20
R16
R20
R18

TEA
Tea

€0,95 | R16

Please ask your server for our selection of teas.
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